
THE UNITED NATIONS Created Climate Change                            

for a Worldwide Tax Fraud.  
 
Recent evidence has been provided by the United Nations OPCW inspectors who were on the 
ground in Douma Syria.  
Which outlines how the United Nations altered the finding of the OPCW inspectors not only to 
malign Syrian president Assad but to actually start a war with a multiple cruise missile attack. 
This  shatters the myth of United Nations integrity. 
 
It also again brings into question the integrity of the United Nations science data on Climate 
Change, 5G safety & the alleged UK Salisbury Novichok attack. 
This was alleged to be a chain of events designed to start WW3 with Russia. 
 
The United Nations has been a respected & valued organisation for decades but has recently 
been challenged for a multitude of catastrophic errors. 
 
Haiti stands out as a source of consummate evil perpetrated by the United Nations relief army. 
Sex for food was claimed to have occurred, rape & child trafficking & a bullion gold theft. A close 
associate of Hillary Clinton was actually locked up in jail in Haiti for trafficking 30 young girls out 
of the country for a sex cartel. 
 
Then there was a the fake graph produced to justify the Climate Change data. 
In the Supreme Court of Canada the United Nations  failed to present any validating data to 
support its Climate Change “Hook Graph”  . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Book by Tim Ball PhD on the United Nations “Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science.” 
 
There are also extended accusations of the United Nations training its soldiers to terrify rape & 
pillage domestic unarmed populations. 
Not to mention the United Nations plan to invade the USA after their allies, The Democrats 
create a Civil War. 
 
The United Nations administration appears to have been taken over by a group of immoral 
fraudsters whose only aim is to destroy world peace & harmony. 
It is one of the sad ironies of modern culture that the World Champion of Peace & Integrity has 
been corrupted into the main protagonist supporting & creating  a Global Government of 
Fascists mass murderers.  
People  who want a massive Worldwide War to destroy our existing societies & allow the 
creation of a Global World Government from the ashes of destruction. 
 



The Western Mainstream media are the strength behind the United Nations Frauds. 
They have supported The Corporations & The United Nations Doctrine religiously. 

As The Banker Media they have been paid to indoctrinate with propaganda & disinformation to 

keep us all ignorant of the corrupt administrations who laugh at us as they live off a continuous 

stream of multiple taxpayer frauds. 

Judgement Day is coming for all these criminals. 
They are to be given a choice of reconciliation for information, or a life in jail. 
The Paedophiles & Child Traffickers will be shown no mercy. 
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